AustriaTech-newsletter, issue 6/18

Dear Readers,

today's newsletter reaches you under a new name. The previous smart-mobility newsletter becomes the AustriaTech newsletter. From now on, the name also indicates what awaits you in terms of content: all important dates, trends, publications and news directly from AustriaTech on the subject of smart mobility. This time the latest developments in e-mobility in Austria, the presentation of the LinkingDanube concept and event information on EUropa in Vienna and the ITS World Congress 2018 are among them. Enjoy reading!

Best regards, Your smart-mobility-Team / AustriaTech

New brochure "Electric mobility in Austria 2017/18 - Highlights"

AustriaTech has published a new brochure summarizing dynamic developments in electromobility for 2017 and the first quarter of 2018. It focuses on the areas of overall traffic, vehicles, infrastructure and regulatory framework conditions in Austria. For the moment, the brochure is available in german and a printed version can be ordered on request. >>> more

The LinkingDanube Concept

Anyone planning a trip from Romania to Austria is currently dependent on many different travel information services. AustriaTech has addressed this problem in the LinkingDanube project by developing a concept linking various travel information services. Now available online. >>> more

ITS Austria at ITS World Congress in Copenhagen
The ITS World Congress will take place in Copenhagen from 17 to 21 September 2018. Besides more than 10,000 visitors from more than 100 countries, some Austrian companies will again be on site under the umbrella of ITS Austria (booth number: C2-062). Early Bird tickets are still available until July 2nd. >>> more

The future of travel information

The LinkingDanube project took the opportunity of the 4-day “EUropa in Vienna” event to explain how travel information services came about, how they work and the challenges they face. >>> more

Tipp

Safe the date: ITS Austria Conference 23.10.2018 in Vienna